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Abstract

In this report the safety aspects of tbs design and construction of a 
sodiwn boiling loop and a sodiura tank test f a c i l i t y  are dlsinmmd.  Sub
sequently two experiments concerning the sa fety  o f  the f a c i l i t i e s  ass® 

described! the testing of a drip  basin to  collect the maitf? f«I to 
limit the rate of taming in ths ease o f  a le&Js, and ti®  i'avm* iga tion  

of the chemical reaction of sodiwn with the insulating ifC^. 
Finally some general emergency procediares in  the case o f  sodiwi Inci
dents are discussed, A 16 mra-fil® demonstrating sodiiaa firen w-A 
fire fightijig metbods will be shorn.
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1. Introduction

Two major sodium test facilities have been in operation at the 
Institute of Reactor Development of the Karlsruhe Nuclear fteseareti 
Center for about three years so far without a major accident. Shis 
contribution will report on the safety considerations, engineered 
safeguards,, supplementary experiments, and the operating experience 
as far as safety of the facilities is concerned. In this case# these 
are problems of special significance because the control and. measurement 
Inst alia i ions the systems together with additional experimental 
facilities with very delioate electronic equipment are contained ia 
the same hall. Certainly,, compared, with the oircmtts of sodium 
aooled reactors, these facilities aro relatively small. However, 
many of the ideas and experience encountered in this ease are ap
plicable to liquid metal circuits in general and ttem of genera!, 
importance.

2, Safety Aspects in Design and Construction

The two sodium test facilities mentioned above are the sodium telling 
loop (NSK) and the sodium tank facility (SAEiA). They are elaw« 
terized by the following criteria of isajsortmoe to safety edttsiftsm- 
tionsi

The volume of sodium contained in the sodium boiling loop Is rela
tively small. lii the area of the test section sodium temperatures 
range up to 950 °C and pressures up to sobs ate*. Tim test ssatiess 
of a circular or annular cross section are heated externally by 

high frequency induction, hencej the wall temperature® of the so
dium carrying test tube can be 1100 °C. The sodium tank facility 
is composed of two storage and two experimental tanks with relative
ly large volumes of sodium, tie maximum temperature in this esse Is '
TOO °C. The pressure is not rauoh above atmospheric.

I *  •
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The safety measures incorporated In both facilities were determined 
largely by the different operating conditions and risks. The typa 
of construction and the nature of the experiments to be carried out 
in the sodium boiling loop make a leakage la the area of the test 
section appear not m iy  -osstblc 't «vnr> Hikely. Fence, it hs*.' to to 
ensured that this would entail no hazard to the operating crew# 
damage the toiling loop as little as possible and have no influ
ence whatsoever on the other equipment contained in th© hall. I'ov  

these reasons, all components carrying sodium were enclosed.to c  

proteative containment which is flushed with nitrogen flaring ex
periments, Pig. 1 shows thft boiling loop in th® protective aorxtain- 
aent with the door of the oontainaent open. In addition, tha nitro
gen is dehydrated in a dehydration system. These measures prevfcly 
reduce th? combustion rate of nodiua, decrease the formation of 
caustic soda solution and prevent tha possibility of aa ©iqr-fayte©- 
gen reaction, which can occur only with oxygen contents in excess 
of 5 %* So far, these safety precautions have proved to b.** vary 
effective. Several ainor leaJts whioh oocursd caused rinor
smoldering fires,

The test section proper is additionally surrounded by baffle plat@s 
whioh, in the ease of a major leak, should prevent so&iu® from
being sprayed all over the protective containment. UMommtfe tim 

test section there is a basin foz catching leaJs@d~ot.it sodlunu Paring 
the experiment, nitrogen in the protective containment is eir<r>' 
lated in a cooling circuit which is equipped with a f ine-mesk®'.
filter for separation of tbs aerosols produced in a fir®.

The storage tank is arranged so that the ciBuit aan h© drained 
. merely by gravity. The pressure in the storage tank is mintainM

ax a level which is always less than or not more than eqrn l to the 
circuit pressure. Bene®, drainage of the sodium require? onlyjsna
operation, i.e.* opening of the* drain valve.
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If the plant is operated above atmopsharic pressure, a leek in the
sodium circuit may cause a pressure touild up in tbs protective '
containment as a result of partial evaporation. Hsnoe, the volume 
of the contalroaent was made large enough to prevent the permissible , 
internal pressure from being exceeded. This calculation did not 
take into account condensation of scCiura vapor on the sold wall 
of the containment.

In case the pressure in the protective containment should get unduly 
high, for instance as a result of maloperation, a relief valve and 
a safety valve cause a nitrogen blow-down into the open air.

Bocause of the large volume of sodium, a leak in on© of the experi
mental tanks of the sodium tank facility would constitute a. parti
cular hazard to the operating crew and the entire experimental hall.
Hence, this type of accident had to be rendered extremely unlikely 
by engineered safeguards measures. The guide jacket for tha cooling 
gas surrounding the tank was therefore designed so as to act lite 
a secondary containment. The particularly critical pipe connections 
were welded into the tank above the sodium level and the filling 
and drain pipes were assembled within the tankas immersed pipes*
Pig. 2 shows the design of the tank. We think that these measures 
have made the leakage of sodium from any of the tanks extremely 
unlikely.

The valves constitute a special source of danger in the piping rnA 

auxiliary systems of the plant. Thf> valves exclusively used are 
bellows valves with safety glands which are continuously monitosM 
for leaks. An ordinary spark plug of the type used in motor cars is 
installed as a leak detector in the space between the bellow and 
the gland. In case of a leak, the sodium discharged produces a short
circuit between the electrodes, thus actuating the leakage alarm* -



In addition* the main valves are motor-driven to permit ster© to be 
taken to protect the plant by shutting off or draining, m m  t* it 
is no longer possible to enter the plant because of excess-!
of smoke generated.

Another safeguards dorice is the covered sodium drip basin 
underneath tho entire facility. Its development will bs descr* 
in more drtalJ under IV  tonic ’’Sodium Technology” below. It f* ~ 
rills the function,;! of
- pwvencxng major e.rea con-ri&grationr, on the floor,
- reducing the combustion rata,
- preventing i reaction b«frwoen sodium and. the water contained in 
the concrete.

Moreover, the different safety and interlock circuits should be 
mentioned., e.g., •'’or alarm if the maximum or minimum filling lewis,
temperatures and pressures are sxoceded, shut off of flow heaters, 

if the sodium flow fails, etc.

High capacity blowers in one wall of tho experimental hall •'••ate ia 
the asi'osols *snd remove them to the outside in fires gensm' Jnr 
much smoke. The defined direction of air flow in the hall ai  ̂
prevents the asmoke from spreading In all directions, thus, i Till 
be possible to fighc the fire at least from one Ride without o'"-** 
soured vision.

3» Sodium .Technolafcy

3.1 Experiments os the Design of a Drip Basin

oOpen fires result in a oombuntion rate of about 25 kg/m*' h. This 
combustion rate will decrease wi-ch time, because the fire will 
extinguish itself as a result of part of the reaction products 
remaining on the sodium. However, this process takes too much
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time, with the consequence of sodium oxide depositing everywhere 
in closed rooms, reacting with the moisture in the air to form
caustic soda solution and causing short circuits in the contacts 
of electrical equipment. To prevent this from happening,it was 
suggested to cover the has In With a pejorated cover plate in 
such a way that the sodium to be caught can flow into the in
terior of the basin through the open cross section almost with
out any restriction but the entry of oxygen is reduced to such 
an extent that no intensive sodium fire can be generated. A device 
of this type has been tested in several experiments. Pig. 3 

sshowthe cover plate used, Pig. 4 the terst equipment.

The first test was conducted at a sodium temperature of 430 °C 
and a pressure of 2 atm. by destroying a membrane with an impact 
mechanism. The rate of release was 0.8 kg/sec. Because of the very 
ragged discliarw* opening a violent spray fire developed, Fig. 5* 
so that most of the sodium was burnt already during discharge.
Only 22.3 % of unburnt sodium was left in tha basin. In further 
experiments, the sodiura was discharged through & valve at 650 °C 
and 1 atm. at a rata of 0.3 kg/sec. Now, the Jet remained almost 
compact up to the time it hit the cover plate. The fraction of 
apertures in the hotel area of the cover plate was 0.4 the 
plates were inclined by JK) °. The fire was quenched automati
cally as soon as the soditt® flow ceased- The fraction of unburnt 
sodium in the basin was 80 % in this case.

These experiments have shown that a basin of the design shown hare 
helps to limit sodium fires and reduces the rate of combustion.
Ths temperatures remain L e w  enough to allow ferritie steel to he 
used for the basin. In larger plants, the basin should be sub
divided into several sections.

The fire burnt almost exclusively in the air on the path between
the leak and the drip basin. Qjaenching is impossible in this pkme.



lit case of a spray fire, closed rooms very soon cannot to pnt̂ pic, 
without respiration equipment. Visibility is limited vo a 
meters by the white smoko. If tt» aodium is discharged in < -to-*** 
or less compact ,'et, It should he possible to enter the roc**” 'v<r 
cose time alno withr.Uu respiration equipment.

y,P. Chemical Re act tor, between Sodium and Insulating Material?

An experim.jnf.a3 invasr,iga';icm was carried, out with the mmotx 
of ge cling m re accurate information about th® behavior of in- 
suiacang material? in contact, with liquid sodium at elevated 
temperatures. Primarily, insulating materials on'an oxi&**> base 
were considered. First, the behavior of cold insulating aiats 
to sodium of 6.50 °C was investigated, There was so deteoiAble 
chemical reaction. Th? liquid sodium floated on tbs 
up to solidification without wetting them to a slppii.'-iennt. 
extent. Fig. 6 shows the sodium pool floating on t'm w ,  Pis* 7 
tlie mat after removal of the sodium.

jsmLIn other experiments, sodium ihmjlating material were 1A

turned out that almost all insulating materials don't n m :z <**v, 
aodium up to 450 °C. Above this temperature* tfesra if;
exothermic reaction between sodium and the silicon dioxide* o"’'— 
tained in almost all inculatins, materials with so&iure 
being produced. Pig. 8 shows an insulating mat cer»rf ”tiTgr ?"*

csilicon dioxide anu aluirlna after reaction vuth aod‘*vi® at 35^ n»

To demonstrate the reaction, sodium war, poured into p m  
(5ioxJ.de (quart? sand) at fl&O °C. There was a vio2/»r>t <■ TOtherrt*.< 
inaction with an increase in velum®. Fig. 9 shows T»a,et?.©r. 
product. This experiment demonstrates tte danger'*  ̂* naruro of
attempts to quench major sodium fires with sand#

On. the other hand, thews was no reaotion ’optween sod'^n me1 «r>

http://5ioxJ.de
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insulating stone consisting aliuost entirely of alumina at tempera
tures up .to 650 °C (Pig. 10),

4. Emergency Procedures

A number of sodium test fires were conducted before starting up
tot,h.e plants. The 'costs were demonstrate the phenomena, connected 

with, fires and to provide possibilities of training fir® fighting 
with and without respiration equipment. Fig. H  shows the preparation 
of the gas-heated basins with the sodium bars. The next figure 
shows a fireman wearing an asbestos suit and protective heed gear 
made of leather. Pig. 13 shows Tire fighting raeasures on the sodium 
basins. In Pig. 14, the size of area conflagrations is shown 
which can be produced by spraying hot sodium. Fig. 15 indicates 
the large amount of smoke generated by sodium fires#

The following film provides another impression of the fire and 
fire fighting tests carried out.

Another planned series of tests will investigate the course of 
area conflagrations, spray and pipe fires more intensively, the 
most effective counter-measures are to be discovered and suitable
filter systems are to be developed.

What are the conclusions to be drawn from the experience m d the 
experiments? The first countermeasure always to to adopted in 
sodium fires, after rescuing the operating crew, should be the 
attempt to discharge the burning part of the system or at least 
separate it from the rest of the plant by closing valves in 
order to limit the amount of sodium leaking out. The measures 
adopted afterwards depend on the type and magnitude of the fire.
Small area conflagrations can be extinguished with sand. Large 
area conflagrations require ths use of special extinguishing 
powders (for Instance, a mixture of sodium cnloride, potassium 
chloride, borax, and silicon dioxide). Leaks occurring on verti
cal walls of pipes and tanks cannot be fought effectively with 
extinguishing powders. Th& powder is flushed away from the

/ W



leakage by th® sodium leaking out. If the pl&ee of the fimsge 
can still be entered, It oars be attempted to coyer the leaJcsge 
with, asbestos sheets and packings. If this is impossible, the 
effort® should be restricted to fighting the area conflagration 
on th© floor. Ineffective, lengthy attempts with extinguishing 
powder only cause additional pollution and damage to electronic 
equipment.
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